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Chapter 453

Although Shao’s mother was a domineering and powerful person, she was quickly
helpless in the face of Shelly’s non-routine counterattack. She supported the cold
ground with one hand, and her eyes were full of anger and shock.

“Forget it, Shelly.” Upon seeing this, Miriam stretched out a hand and stopped the
person with a tired voice.

At this time, a tall figure faintly appeared from the back of the parking lot. As he walked
closer, he could vaguely distinguish the person, but it was Miller.

Miriam opened her eyes, a little unbelievable.

The man who was approaching saw the mother Shao who was struggling to get up, and
he bent over to help him up.

With the help of Miller’s strength, the old man’s arm seemed to have regained his
fighting spirit in an instant. He stretched his legs forward, unexpectedly being pulled
back by the force of the side.

“Auntie, you didn’t fall lightly, I’d better send you back to rest.” Miller firmly grasped
Shao’s mother’s wrist and dragged the person back without any explanation.

In the end, it was good or bad, and finally persuaded people to get into a car next to him.

When the car came out of the parking lot and looked at the shadow of the car that was
leaving, Shelly clapped his palms and raised his chin in a gesture of arrogance and
disdain.

Miriam was cold all over and couldn’t help sneezing. She sucked her nose and
squeezed out a pale and helpless smile at Miyaki.

“Go to my place first and change your clothes.” Shelly, who quickly reduced her
domineering aura, even softened her voice a lot. She patted Miriam’s arm like sympathy
and touched it from her bag. Out of the keys, I went to find my car.

On the way back, the two were speechless.

Shelly was silent, only turning on the air-conditioning and heating to the maximum. From
time to time, he glanced at the woman next to her with empty eyes. He wanted to say
something, but he was still suppressed.



She and Miriam are not so close, but they are very cooperative in their work, and they
have heard more or less from Zhang Quan, and can basically judge what kind of person
she is.

Shelly’s residence is near the company, a house of more than 100 square meters, more
than enough to accommodate her and Xiao Miao.

After getting out of the car, Miriam followed behind and entered the house. The aunt at
home was preparing dinner in the kitchen. Xiao Miao heard the sound and jumped out
from the sofa. She hugged Shelly’s thigh and rubbed her face against her. After rubbing,
shouting: “Mommy, Mommy.”

Miriam was stunned for a moment, and saw that the little guy with the meow makeup
removed was very delicate and charming. Shelly changed his shoes on the side of the
hallway, and squeezed the little guy’s face and said, “This is your Aunt Miriam, hurry up
and prepare a set of clean clothes for Auntie to put on.”

Xiao Miao nodded quickly, and jumped into the guest room.

Miriam was pushed into the bathroom by Shelly. Before closing the door, the corners of
the woman’s mouth were pale with a smile. She looked at the little girl who jumped out
of the guest room again and couldn’t help asking, “You are not married yet, why would
you think about it first? Adopt a child?”

The little guy behind him yelled “Mummy” sweetly, and stuffed the new pajamas into
Shelly’s hands. She turned her face and smiled, and then asked others to play by
herself, and the other party responded sweetly and glutinously. , Cleverly folded into the
living room.

When people watched the cartoon in the living room, Shelly handed the pajamas
through the door with one hand, and then smiled: “I can’t guarantee that I will be born
more cute than her. It is very common to adopt children abroad. …”

She shrugged, and after seeing the complex emotions in Miriam’s eyes, she finally did
not continue to speak, and she closed the door and told, “Hurry up and take a hot bath.
I’ll catch a cold soon.”

When the sound of “crashing” came from the bathroom, Shelly hooked his lips, stepped
on the slippers and walked to the carpet in the living room, and quietly swept Xiao Miao
into his arms from behind. He and the panicked little guy each made a lot of noise, and
finally got so tired, they both lay down, panting heavily while staring at the ceiling.

The smile on her face slowly stiffened, and after her breathing calmed down, she stared
at the crystal chandelier on the ceiling, recalling the direction where the conversation
with Miriam just ended. Those who were tolerated by her were that she felt that a
woman with a successful career would not have to drag herself down because of love.



During this period of time, she witnessed everything Miriam suffered with her own eyes,
and she strengthened her inner thoughts.

She was still indignant, and she didn’t understand what Miriam was holding back. If she
was the one who had encountered all this today, she would not be able to prevent the
old woman’s front teeth from being knocked off.

“Mummy, what are you thinking about?” The little guy who finished giggling lay on his
back for a while, suddenly turned over, rubbed Shelly’s white cheeks with his little hands,
his voice was soft.

“Mommy thought, where will I take you to play in the next two days of Christmas.” Shelly
smiled and grabbed the little guy’s two hands with one hand.

Miriam finally recovered some complexion on her face when she came out of the
bathroom after washing.

She pointed to the door behind her, “I borrowed the dryer and I will leave when the
clothes are dry.”

After going out, I saw Shellyzheng lying halfway on the sofa with a book in his hand and
read with gusto. He didn’t even raise his head when he heard the words, and said, “Let’s
go after dinner”, and then reached out to the side coffee table. Pointed, “Your phone
rang.”

Miriam, who was wiping the tips of her hair with some water stains, moved for a while,
then stooped and picked up the phone, swiped the screen to see, and did not return the
call, she simply edited a message and replied.

“Did you lie to people about working overtime?” Shelly didn’t look up as usual, but he
said a word. After that, without waiting for Miriam’s response, he suddenly punched the
book with one hand and laughed cheerfully.

Miriam frowned, exchanged glances with Xiao Miao, who was also frightened by the
sofa, and then tiptoed over, snatched the book from her lap, turned the cover, and
instantly became speechless.

“What’s so funny about this book?” Miriam turned the cover over, facing the woman on
the sofa, pointing to the huge “Journey to the West” three characters.

She suddenly understood, and she said that when Shelly returned to Shao’s mother in
the parking lot today, how yin and yang were tuned, whether it was the queen mother or
Guan Shiyin.

“It’s boring.” Shelly was robbed of the book, so he simply got up and went to the
restaurant.”I originally bought it for Xiao Miao, but the teacher said that she was not old
enough to read this kind of book, so I could only read it by myself.”



Miriam was holding the book, slowly closing it, a little amused.

When she saw Shelly for the first time, she was confused by her exquisite and charming
makeup and arrogant posture. She thought this was a woman who was not easy to get
along with, but after a long time, she found her outside and inside. The discrepancy is
getting bigger and bigger.

“Let’s eat.” A woman’s clear voice came from the door of the restaurant.

Miriam let out a “um”, and when he tried to put the book back on the sofa, he was
attracted by a brown men’s wallet.

She bent down subconsciously to pick it up, shook in her hand, and turned to face
Shelly’s suddenly panicked look at the dining room.

Seeing someone rushing out quickly, he stopped suddenly when he reached her, and
slowly stretched out two fingers, pulling out the wallet with a calm expression and putting
it back in his pocket.

Miriam was taken aback for a second, and followed the woman’s calm footsteps to the
restaurant.

Auntie had prepared the dishes and was serving rice with rice. Miriam glanced over
while waiting, “Miller’s men’s wallet, right?”

Only then did she understand why Miller appeared downstairs in Yingxin, “the two of you
seem to have had more intersections recently. He came to you today too?”

Miriam looked down, not looking at Shelly. After taking the job from her aunt, she was
not polite, and started eating.

“Yeah.” Shelly shrugged with a faint expression, took a chopsticks and rice and handed
it to his mouth. Suddenly he thought of something, and defended: “Don’t get me
wrong…”

Miriam sneered, “I didn’t say anything.”

She thought that from Shelly’s perspective, Miller was also dissatisfied with Miller, and
Miller’s heart…

Just thinking about it, I heard the sound of rice bowl bumping in my ear, and when I
raised my eyes, I saw Shelly raising his eyebrows and carefully bringing his face closer,
“I found a picture in his wallet. You should know it?”

After she finished speaking, one hand had already touched the pocket, and after
opening the wallet, she took out the photo and slammed it forward.



Miriam only glanced at it lightly. The picture showed a young girl with a green face, she
seemed to be only fifteen or six years old, with a bright and lively face, which was almost
the same as Qi Feng in her impression.

“Yes.” She withdrew her gaze, replied lightly, and couldn’t help but wonder, “Are you
treating Miller…”

“What are you talking about?” Shelly waved his hands with an unlucky expression when
he heard the words.

Chapter 454

Miriam only symbolically ate two bites of food at Gongqi’s house. After the clothes were
dried, she changed into clothes and went out. First took a taxi to the company, and then
drove home from the company.

When he opened the door of the house, Bryan had just coaxed the child to sleep and
just came out of the room. The two looked at each other from a short distance.

“I’m back?” Bryan took the milk bottle through the restaurant and went to the kitchen for
cleaning. On the way, he walked around to the hallway and tapped on Miriam’s
forehead.”The company is busy recently?”

Miriam lowered her head, and after putting down her bag, she pretended to change her
shoes, deliberately avoiding Bryan’s sight, only to give a slight “um”.

After changing her shoes, listening to the sound of the water in the kitchen, she paced
slowly over, leaning on the door and watching the man’s busy back, “I haven’t had time
to go to the hospital, did Mom ask anything?”

“No.” The gentle voice of the man and the sound of water flowed into Miriam’s ears, “An
Yan is called’grandma’ today. Mom is very happy. I have a lot of dinner.”

“That’s good.” Miriam listened, slowly letting out a sigh of relief, and turned to the sofa.

In the dim light of the living room, the woman hugged a pillow on the sofa. After hearing
the footsteps approaching from the kitchen, she seemed to subconsciously close her
eyes quickly, pretending to be tired and resting.

Bryan brought a cup of warm water over, stopped at a position less than two meters
away from the sofa, and collected all the small movements of the woman just now.

His heart slowly sank.

Ten minutes before Miriam opened the door, he received a call from Miller and learned
everything.



He cleared his throat slightly, stepped closer, and sat down beside her. Following the
small movement, Miriam opened her eyes, squeezed a vain smile at him, stretched out
her hand and held the water glass over the palm of her hand.

“Bryan, I thought about it…” She lowered her head, tapping the wall of the cup with her
fingertips, making a little crisp sound.

Hearing the words, the man’s throat rolled up and down with difficulty. Before she could
continue speaking, his heart was already a ball. He was afraid that she would be frank
and frank about her frustration and fear of their marriage.

His eyes were tightly locked on the woman’s side face. The hand he had just stretched
out to hold her wrist curled up silently, pretending to make a calm “um”.

Miriam seemed to perceive something, turned to look at him, and suddenly laughed, “I
mean, let’s move back to my house. Anxi Anyan is used to living in their room. When my
mother comes out, here The space is not big enough either.”

Her voice was clean and soft, and she struck Bryan’s heart word by word, causing the
man’s eyebrows to beat uncontrollably twice. In the end, his gaze dropped, staring at the
ring on her plain knuckle, and faintly replied, “Okay, listen to you.”

On the next day, Bryan arranged to move to the residence.

The apartment has maintained its original appearance. He made the last dinner there,
and then prepared to go out to pick up Miriam from get off work and go to the hospital.

He faintly frowned when he heard the knock on the door when he was packing the lunch
box. He paced to the door and saw the mother Shao standing outside from the cat’s
eyes, his expression instantly darkened.

Bryan understood that Miriam’s original intention of moving back to his original
residence was that Shao’s mother would come back again.

He turned the doorknob, opened the door, standing at the door and staring coldly at his
mother outside.

Mother Shao bent one hand to her side, with a brand-name bag slung on her arm, raised
her eyes to look up and down Bryan, and then raised her lips sarcastically, “You put
Long Teng’s president improperly, but you are willing to be at home. The woman’s
nanny?”

After speaking with a cold snort, he stretched out his hand to push the man away, and
walked into the house.

Bryan followed behind, his eyes drooping slightly, took off his apron and put it aside,
“Did you go to Miriam’s company?”



He was straight to the point, and the topic was very sharp and clear.

Mother Shao paced around in the living room, sweeping around her eyes, but did not
answer. The man standing in the dining room saw through his mother’s mind and
sneered at it.”The two children are not here, you don’t need to look.”

Only then did Mother Shao narrow her eyes. After turning around, she looked very
arrogant, “Yes, I went. Not only did I go yesterday, but today, tomorrow, and every day
in the future, I will always send someone to stare at it and make a noise every day.
Trouble until she was fired from the company.”

Seeing Bryan’s gloomy expression, Shao’s mother raised her eyebrows proudly, “If you
want me to let her go, just follow me back obediently and do what you should do!”

Bryan curled up her fingers, and heard a cold warning sound in her ear: “Otherwise, I will
assure you that Miriam will never try to find a satisfactory job. She is less than 30 years
old, if she is willing to go for you It’s not necessary to be a salesperson in the
commissary, or to be a housewife for a lifetime.”

The old man paused, his eyes circled in this space, and finally fell on his son again, “I
think even if she is willing, you can’t bear it… After all, I have learned about it these days,
and she is indeed capable. .”

“If you have to do this, don’t blame your son.” When Shao’s mother finished speaking,
Bryan’s expression completely condensed, and the sound of “creaking” came out after
her fingers were tightened, and finally it was like a warning, “I just hope you Don’t regret
it then.”

The icy breath of the whole body spread, causing Shao’s mother to take two steps back.
She only felt that the strong aura of the man in front of her shook her heart, and there
was an indescribable feeling flowing in her blood.

“You, what do you mean?” Mother Shao stretched out a finger and shook it, “Do you
want me to die?”

Suddenly, he felt that his teeth were cold, and he unexpectedly thought that his son,
who was raised by himself and had high hopes, would eventually fight against her for a
woman, and even now he didn’t even mean to turn his head back.

She deliberately endured it for so many days, thinking that he could regain his senses
and see reality clearly.

“Don’t worry, I won’t do murder and illegal things.” Bryan’s voice was cold and faint,
turned around and took the packed lunch box in his hand, and was about to go out,
“Sorry, I have to take Miriam off work, you If you like, you can stay here for a while.”



Mother Lu caught up. When Bryan turned to close the door, he faced the old man’s
blood-red eyes through the crack of the door. His throat rolled up and down, and he said
hardly, “I want to know, why are you so unwilling to accept Miriam?”

“Why?” Mother Shao paused in her footsteps, and suddenly sneered, “You still ask me
why? You break your own bottom line again and again for her, you are willing to fall for
her, and for her you do not hesitate to fight your family. , Even give up everything, you
know what the chaos of the company is now, are these reasons not enough?”

The old man was hoarse, almost roaring.

After listening to Bryan, he just curled his lips indifferently, and then gently closed the
door.

When I walked to the elevator entrance and found that the elevator was still on the top
floor, he didn’t hesitate and went straight to the next staircase.

Along the way, the corners of his mouth were always smiling like nothing. When he
walked to the bottom, he raised his wrist and glanced at the time, and then called
Miriam.

“I’m already out, wait for me.”

Hearing the gentle response over there, his steps became firmer.

After picking up Miriam on the way to the hospital, the woman’s expression was always
gentle and calm, without showing any abnormal emotions for a moment. She never
mentioned a word of what happened in the company these days.

And he also pretended not to know, still talking about some common trivial things, “Anxi
slapped An Yan today and slapped him down. Our daughter will definitely be great in the
future…”

Miriam laughed, her eyes closed, and she leaned against the window to rest, “You have
to spoil Anxi.”

It is said that both fathers are daughter slaves. After having the pair of dragon and
phoenix fetuses in the family, Miriam understood this deeply.

If it weren’t something buried in my heart, what a wonderful thing all this is in front of me.

Miriam pretended to turn her head away from the window, her closed eyes slowly getting
wet.
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